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Highsmith continues, “Fast-food chains like McDonald’s go 
to great lengths to make sure their feature items—burgers and 
fries—are very affordable, to the point that it would probably 
be cheaper to feed your family at McDonald’s than go to the 
grocery store and buy fresh fruits and vegetables.”

He adds, “When there’s a major economic downsizing 
like now, it makes more sense to many people to make those 
unhealthy decisions if they think the financial perspective out-
weighs the health issues.”

Solutions to Better Nutrition
When junk-food addiction is the problem, clinical psychologist 
Douglas Lisle, PhD, director of research, TrueNorth Health Cen-
ter, Rohnert Park, California, says that patients have had the most 
success in breaking the addiction through “therapeutic fasting.”

“In essence, [they are] rebooting the ‘hard drive’ in their brain 
through a period of water-only fasting in a medically super-
vised setting, followed by the introduction of a diet emphasiz-
ing fresh fruits, vegetables, whole grains, beans, nuts, and seeds, 
according to a WebMd article (www.webmd.com/diet/features/
break-your-food-addictions, reviewed December 6, 2010).

If this is too difficult, Neal Barnard, MD, author of Breaking 
the Food Seduction, recommends quitting the foods you crave 
“cold turkey,” according to WebMD. Barnard says this works 
much better than trying to eat them in moderation. “At the end 
of three weeks, your tastes will have changed,” he says. “You 
won’t want the food as much anymore.”

Gailey notes that the CDC and the American Diabetes 
Association (www.diabetes.org) provide a wealth of healthful-
eating information, menu-planning tools, recipes, and other 
resources—all for free. The U.S. Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) provides helpful information as well (www.usda.gov). 
An informative CDC webpage can be found at www.cdc.gov/
nutrition/everyone/resources/index.html

Smart shopping tips can also help. For instance, watch for 
weekly produce sales, stock up on sale items and freeze what 
you can’t use right away, team up with family or friends to share 
bulk buys at good prices, buy frozen vegetables when fresh is 
too costly, use coupons, make a list and stick to it, don’t shop 
hungry—and leave the kids at home, if possible.

To help in your personal diet planning, WebMD provides a 
“BMI Calculator Plus” interactive tool at www.webmd.com/
diet/calc-bmi-plus#moreWTH. After the user inputs the 
required information, the calculator provides not only the 
user’s BMI but also waist-to-height ratio, often considered to 
be the best indicator of health related to weight, along with 
the recommended number of calories per day for reaching the 
user’s weight goal.

Regarding diets, weight-control programs, and exercise pro-
grams, it is recommended that patients consult their physician 
or other qualified healthcare professional.
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